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Abstract
The wing leading edge is one of the aircraft structures which are vulnerable to birdstrike. Therefore, Federal Aviation Regulation has clear requirements of anti-birdstrike performance for wing leading edge. However, the impact location is not specified in aviation regulation. The forefront of the wing leading edge is selected as a critical location for the birdstrike in most researches. But the rationality of the selection is not given. This paper proposes an analytical method for determining the critical location that causes the most severe damage under impact due to birdstrike. The analysis is based on the concept of effective impact, i.e. the component of the bird velocity perpendicular to the surface of wing leading edge. A birdstrike model is established using Pam-crash and used to validate the analytical prediction. The numerical model proves its effectiveness compared to the birdstrike test. The residual compressive strength of the spar when the birdstrike is at the critical impact location determined by the proposed method is 44.5\% of that at the traditional impact location. Moreover, the critical penetrating velocity of the traditional impact location is not the lowest. In other words, the traditional impact location is not the weakest. Airworthiness verification experiment of birdstrike on wing structure should pay attention to this aspect.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collisions between aircraft and wildlife, mostly birds, are a serious hazard to all forms of aircrafts and have resulted in the loss of at least 108 aircraft and 276 lives in civil aviation (Allan et al. 2016). Due to increased density of the air transport and changing migration routes of flocking birds, birdstrikes are becoming a major problem to aviation safety (Lopez-Lago et al. 2017). Wing leading edge, windshield, tailplane leading edge and fan blades are the most vulnerable to birdstrike (Grimaldi et al. 2013). In order to protect the safety of passengers, Federal Aviation Regulation has issued strict requirements on the anti-birdstrike capacity for aircraft structure. Therefore, the birdstrike study has received extensive attention.

According to the Federal Aviation Regulation an airplane must be capable of successfully completing the flight under the birdstrike caused by 1.81 kg bird at cruise velocity at the sea level (Mazzawy 2013). Therefore, the anti-birdstrike capacity of aircraft structures must be evaluated. Numerical simulation is an important approach to...
investigate the birdstrike problem. Goyal et al. (2006, 2013a, b) modeled birdstrike based on the Lagrangian Formulation, ALE method and SPH using LS-DYNA and found that SPH could avoid distortion caused by large deformation, which was important in high-speed impact simulation. At present, most bird strike numerical studies adopt SPH method (Lavoie et al. 2007).

Experiments are the most authoritative and accurate method to examine the anti-birdstrike performance. The experiment set-up usually includes air-gun, simulation bird and measurement devices. Liu et al. (2015) adopted processed chicken to simulate bird in birdstrike experiment. Seidt et al. (2013) conducted a birdstrike test to validate the dynamic response of gelatin bird in the numerical simulation. Considering the consistency of the tests, dummy birds made of gelatin are widely used nowadays (Budgety 2000, Allaey et al. 2017, Jun et al. 2018). Chan et al. (2012) proposed a new approach to monitor the sensor signals at the sampling frequency of 100 kHz and validated its effectiveness through a high speed birdstrike test on the leading edge of a composite UAV wing. Guida et al. (2012) experimentally investigated the anti-birdstrike performance of a wing leading edge which was made of fiber metal laminate materials. The same group (Guida et al. 2013) also designed and manufactured a ribless composite leading edge. The designed leading edge was able to satisfy birdstrike requirements specified by certification authorities.

Aviation regulations stipulate bird mass and impact velocity but do not specify impact location. In the all above experimental studies, the forefront of the leading edge was selected as the impact location. However, the rationality of the selection in wing birdstrike tests was not illustrated in their studies. So far most of the experimental and numeric studies (Mccarthy et al., 2004a, Mccarthy et al., 2004b, Kermanidis et al., 2005, ThKermanidis et al., 2006, Hedayati and Ziaeirad, 2011, Chan et al. 2012, Guida et al., 2012, Guida et al. 2013, Hassan et al. 2016, Goraj and Kustron, 2018) think the impact location at the forefront of the leading edge is the critical impact location and do not to strictly analyze whether it is. Some researchers (Vignjevic et al. 2013, Orlando et al., 2018) have noticed that the impact position had a great effect on birdstrike damage.

In order to ensure the safety of aircraft, the birdstrike conditions of airworthy certification must be the most severe. Therefore, this paper systematically studies the critical impact location on wing leading edge under birdstrike. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, an analytical method for determining the critical impact location is proposed. A wing leading edge is analyzed as an example based on the proposed analytical method. In section 3, birdstrike model is established and validated by experiment. In section 4, the validated model is used to assess the analytical prediction of the impact locations proposed in section 2. The flow chart of this study is shown in Figure 1.

2 Determination of the critical impact location

2.1 Analytical method

To ensure safety, the critical impact location should be chosen to evaluate the capability of anti-birdstrike. Few studies examined the selection of impact locations. Most of the studies selected the forefront of the wing leading edge as the impact location. To assess the weakness of the impact location on wing leading edge, the analysis of the birdstrike for wing leading edge is conducted. Schematic of birdstrike is shown in Figure 2. Supposing a bird strikes the
wing leading edge at a speed opposite to the plane, the resulting damage is only related to impact location if the mass of the bird, impact velocity and the structure of wing leading edge are specified. The damage is caused by the kinetic energy of the birdstrike. However, not all the kinetic energy acts on the wing leading edge. Only the velocity component perpendicular to the impact surface introduces an effective impact. Frictional damage due to tangential velocity component can be ignored. The effective energy of the impact is related to the impact location, as well as the airfoil. The damage due to impact is also related to energy density for the character of localized effect. Therefore, two energy indicators are proposed to evaluate the weakness of a certain impact location namely the effective kinetic energy and the effective kinetic energy density.

The Cartesian coordinates is given in Figure 2. The orientation of x axis is along the edge of the wing. The orientation of z axis is determined as the projection of bird velocity $v_{bird}$ in the plane y-z. Finally, the orientation of y axis is naturally finalized. The origin can be chosen arbitrarily. $\beta$ represents the sweep angle of the wing.

Figure 3(a) shows the schematic diagram of birdstrike analyze. Point O is the forefront of the wing leading edge and $y_O = 0$. Point C is the center point of the impact location. The impact region is between point I and point J. And the impact angle $\theta$ can be expressed as the tilt angle of the wing tangent, so $\theta$ is a function of $y$. Point P is the impact point of one micro segment of bird. $v_n$ is the normal impact velocity component at point P.

$$v_z = v_{bird}\cos(\beta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1) \\
$$v_n(y_P) = v_z\sin(\theta(y_P))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The mass of the micro segment of bird is:
\[ dm(y_P) = \rho S(y_P)dy \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The area \( S(y_P) \) is obtained by discretizing the bird body over the plane \( x-z \) of the point \( P \). So, \( S \) is a function of \( y \). The effective kinetic energy of the impact at point \( C \) is obtained:

\[ E(C) = \int_{y_j}^{y_i} dm \cdot v_n^2 / 2 = \int_{y_j}^{y_i} (\rho S(y_P) dy) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Define effective kinetic energy density distribution function at point \( C \) \( D(C, y) \) as follows:

\[ D(C, y) = \frac{(dm \cdot v_n^2 / 2)/dy}{\sin \theta} = \frac{\rho S(y_P) v_n^2 \sin \theta / 2}{\sin \theta} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Figure 3(b) shows the range of the impact locations. The center point of impact location should be between point \( M \) and point \( N \). If

\[ E(X_E) \geq E(X), X \in [M, N] \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\( E(X_E) \) is the maximum effective kinetic energy, and the point \( X_E \) is defined as the MKE impact location. If

\[ D(X_d, y_d) \geq D(X, y), X \in [M, N], y \in [y_i - L/2, y_i + L/2] \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\( D(X_d, y_d) \) is the maximum effective kinetic energy density, and the point \( X_d \) is defined as the MKD impact location. The MKD impact position is generally adopted as impact location in the traditional birdstrike experiments.

The power and damage of impact is related to energy and energy density. Birdstrike with high energy and low energy density may not penetrate the skin of wing leading edge. And birdstrike with low energy and high energy density may only cause localized damage. In order to determine the critical impact location, a weakness factor combining effective energy and effective energy density is defined. The weakness factor at point \( C \) is assumed as:

\[ W(C) = E(C) \cdot \left( \max(D(C, y)) \right)^\eta, y \in [y_i, y_f] \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where \( \eta \) is energy density correction factor. Figure 4 shows a comparison between two composite plates suffered by impact with the same kinetic energy. The small size impactor causes much more serious damage than large size impactor. The difference between the two impactors is the kinetic energy density. The small size impactor with high impact velocity has higher kinetic energy density. Considering that impact is more sensitive to the effective energy density, \( \eta \) should be greater than 1.

\[ \text{Figure 4: Response and damage caused by small- and large-mass 10 J impactors. (Olsson, 2000).} \]

\[ W(X_w) \geq W(X), X \in [M, N] \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)
$X_w$ is determined as the critical impact location. An example will be presented to illustrate the calculation process and validate the prediction of the critical impact location.

2.2 Implementation

Figure 5 shows the schematic of a real birdstrike experiment. The airfoil is obtained from a real wing leading edge. The bird shape is a circular cylinder with hemispherical end caps. The calculation process is as follows.

Step 1: Equally divide the wing leading edge into $n$ parts using plane $x$-$z$. While the bird is equally divided into $m$ part in the same way. $\Delta y$ of each micro segment is equal to $H/n$, where $H$ is the height of the wing leading edge. Thus, $m = L/\Delta y$. Define an array $\text{Angle}[n]$ to store $\theta$ of each micro segment in wing leading edge.

$$\text{Angle}[k] = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{(y_{Pk} - y_{Pk-1})}{(z_{Pk} - z_{Pk-1})}\right), k = 1,2, ... , n$$

(10)

Define an array $\text{Mass}[m]$ to store the mass of each micro segment in bird.

$$\text{Mass}[k] = \rho S_k (y_{Qk} - y_{Qk+1}), k = 1,2, ... , m$$

(11)

where $S_k$ is the cross-sectional area of bird at $Q_k$.

Step 2: The nature of the birdstrike is that $m$ micro segments of bird impact their corresponding $m$ micro segments of wing leading edge. Thus, define a matrix $\text{Region}[n-m+1,m]$ to store all possible impact locations. $\text{Region}[k, m]$ stores $\theta$ of micro segments belonging to $k$-th impact location.

$$\text{Region}[k, i] = \text{Angle}[k + i - 1], k = 1,2, ... , n - m + 1, i = 1,2, ... , m$$

(12)

Step 3: Define an array $\text{Energy}[n-m+1]$ to store the effective kinetic energy of each impact location.

$$\text{Energy}[k] = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \text{Mass}[i] (v_z \sin \text{Region}[k, i])^2 / 2, k = 1,2, ... , n - m + 1$$

(13)

The maximum value in $\text{Energy}$ is the maximum effective kinetic energy, and its corresponding impact location is the MKE impact location.

Step 4: Define a matrix $\text{Density}[n-m+1, m]$ to store the effective kinetic energy density for each micro segment of each impact location.

$$\text{Density}[k,i] = \frac{\text{Mass}[i] (v_z \sin (\text{Region}[k,i]))^2}{2 (\Delta y / \sin (\text{Region}[k,i]))}, k = 1,2, ... , n - m + 1, i = 1,2, ... , m$$

(14)

The maximum value in $\text{Density}$ is the maximum effective kinetic energy density, and its corresponding impact location is the MKD impact location.
Step 5: Define an array $\text{Weakness}[n-m+1]$ to store the weakness factor of each impact location.

\[
\text{Weakness}[k] = \text{Energy}[k] \cdot (\max(\text{Density}[k,i]))^\eta, \; k = 1, 2, \ldots, n - m + 1, \; i = 1, 2, \ldots, m
\]  

(15)

Take the maximum value in $\text{Weakness}$, and its corresponding impact location is the critical impact location.

For a real birdstrike experiment, the sweep angle of the wing leading edge is 3°. The mass of the bird is 0.8 kg and the impact velocity is 180 m/s. $\eta$ is assumed to be 2 in this case and the value will be detailed discussed in section 4.3.

The foregoing steps are implemented in Matlab. The weakness factor curve is obtained, as shown in Figure 6. The maximum value is obtained at point D. Point O is the forefront of the wing leading edge, as well as the center point of the MKD impact location. And the point A is corresponding to the maximum effective kinetic energy. Point C are picked as contrasts. The selected impact locations in wing leading edge are shown in Figure 7. The detail value is listed in Table 1. According to the weakness factor of four points, the severity of damage caused by impacting at each location should be sort as point D > point O > point A > point C.

![Figure 6: Curve of weakness factor.](image)

![Figure 7: Schematic of selected impact locations in wing leading edge.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact location</th>
<th>y (mm)</th>
<th>Weakness factor (J³/mm²)</th>
<th>Normalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.25E8</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>3.39E8</td>
<td>104.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>3.04E8</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>1.45E8</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effective kinetic energy curve is obtained, as shown in Figure 8. And their values are shown in Table 2. Figure 8 indicates that the effective kinetic energy continually decreases when the impact location deviates from point A. The effective kinetic energy of impact location at point A is 10.0% larger than that at point O. The total kinetic energy is 12960 J. The maximum effective kinetic energy accounts for 66.0% of the total kinetic energy of the bird, indicating that
it is necessary to consider the effective kinetic energy rather than total kinetic energy in evaluating the damage of birdstrike.

![Figure 8: Curve of effective kinetic energy.](image)

**Table 2: The effective kinetic energy of birdstrike of four impact locations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact location</th>
<th>y (mm)</th>
<th>Effective kinetic energy (J)</th>
<th>Normalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7776.4</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>8406.7</td>
<td>108.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>8553.3</td>
<td>110.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>7334.8</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows the effective kinetic energy density distribution curve of each impact location. The effective kinetic energy density of impact location at point O is the largest. And the value at point C is much smaller. And Figure 9 indicates that effective kinetic energy density continually decreases when the impact location deviates from point O. Table 3 shows the detail values.

![Figure 9: Effective kinetic energy density distribution curve of each impact location.](image)
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Table 3: The effective kinetic energy of birdstrike of four impact locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact location</th>
<th>y (mm)</th>
<th>Maximum Effective kinetic energy density (J/mm)</th>
<th>Normalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>204.3</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>200.4</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>188.6</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>140.9</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 and Figure 9 indicate that the birdstrikes with impact locations between point O and point A have higher effective kinetic energy and effective kinetic energy than those out of range. So, the critical impact location is determined between points O and point A. According to the assumption of weakness factor, the critical impact location is point D, which is between points O and point A. The predication of the weakness sequence will be validated through birdstrike simulations.

3 Numerical model and its validation

A birdstrike model is established by Pam-crash. Then a birdstrike experiment was conducted to validate the numerical model.

3.1 Birdstrike model

A birdstrike model of wing leading edge is established, as shown in Fig. 10. The wing leading edge contains inner skin, Nomex paper honeycomb and outer skin. The skin is made of glass fiber fabric reinforced composites. The thickness of the inner skin is 0.8 mm, and the thickness of the outer skin is 1.5 mm. The impact location is the forefront of the wing leading edge. The sweep angle is 3°.

The wing leading edge is a sandwich structure. The layup sequence of inner skin is [45/0/−45/90], and the layup sequence of outer skin is [45/0/−45/0/45/0/−45/90]. The thickness of each layer is 0.1 mm. The properties of lamina provided by manufacturers are shown in Table 4. Tsai-Wu criteria is applied to describe the damage.

Table 4: Material properties of glass fiber fabric reinforced composite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp/Weft tensile modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>21.0 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp/Weft compression modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>21.0 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>7.5 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp/Weft tensile strength (MPa)</td>
<td>400 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp/Weft compression strength (MPa)</td>
<td>380 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear strength (MPa)</td>
<td>121 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp/Weft Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The properties of Nomex paper honeycomb provided by manufacturers are shown in Table 5. A macro equivalent material model developed for honeycomb in Pam-crash is used to describe deformations of three directions.
Gelatin bird is simulated by SPH method. Bird is described by the Murnaghan Equation of State, as shown in Equation 16.

\[ P = P_0 + B \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right)^\gamma - 1 \]  

(16)

where \( P_0 \) and \( \rho_0 \) are reference pressure and density, respectively, and \( B \) and \( \gamma \) are constants to be determined. This study adopts the values in (Mccarthy et al., 2004b), which are \( B = 128 \) MPa and \( \gamma = 7.98 \).

The mass of the bird is 800 g, and the impact velocity is 180 m/s. The bird model geometry is approximated as a circular cylinder with hemispherical end caps (Mccarthy et al., 2004b, Hedayati et al., 2014, Liu et al., 2017) as shown in Fig. 11, which was used widely (Mccarthy et al., 2004b, Vignjevic et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2017). The \( D \) here is 86.326 mm.

![Figure 11: Bird model geometry.](image)

A spar is used to evaluate the damage of the inner structures of the wing. The spar is made of 7075-T6 aluminum-alloy. Its performance is described by bilinear model, as shown in Table 6 (Nicholas, 1981).

![Image of spar](image)

Table 6: Material properties of 7075-T6 aluminum-alloy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density(g/cm³)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young modulus(GPa)</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic ultimate strength(MPa)</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength(MPa)</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nomex paper honeycomb and composite laminates are connected by adhesive. Tie-break is used to simulate the adhesives. The tie-break is described as Equation 17. According to the performance of the adhesive, we set the tie-break properties, which are Normal Failure Stress = 50MPa and Shear Failure Stress = 40MPa.

\[
\begin{cases} \frac{\left| \sigma_{\text{normal}} \right|^2}{\text{Normal Failure Stress}} + \frac{\left| \sigma_{\text{shear}} \right|^2}{\text{Shear Failure Stress}} \geq 1, & \text{failure} \\ < 1, & \text{active} \end{cases}
\]

(17)

3.2 Validation of numerical model by experimental results

A wing leading edge was taken to do the birdstrike experiment by air-gun, as shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12: Birdstrike experiment, (a) wing leading edge, (b) air-gun.

Figure 13 showed the diagram of strain measurement position. Figure 14 showed the installation diagram of birdstrike experiment. The impact location was at the middle point of the forefront of the wing leading edge. Try a few shots to determine the impact position and the required gas pressure. When bird was launched by high pressure gas, the laser speedometer got the signal. Then this signal was transferred to strain gauge and high-speed camera as a start signal.

Figure 13: Strain measurement position diagram.

Figure 14: Installation diagram of birdstrike test

Figure 15 showed the comparisons of typical birdstrike process between simulation and experiment. It could be seen that the bird impacted the wing leading edge and splashed like water, as shown in Figure 15(a). The wing leading edge was penetrated by the bird, as shown in Figure 15(b). The simulation results were similar with the experiment’s. Figure 16 shows the damage comparison between simulation and experiment. The outer skin of the wing leading edge is torn open, and some honeycombs separate from the wing. The damage details are fairly consistent between simulation and experiment.
Strain gauge recorded the strain of the birdstrike experiment. Figure 17 showed the comparisons of strains between experiment and simulation. Four strain gages were damaged in the birdstrike. Only the S4, S6, S7 and S8 obtained valid data. In each group of comparison, the trend of the curves was roughly the same, and the values were nearly the same, too.
Through the above comparative analysis of deformation process, damage details and strains between experiment and simulation, it is shown that the birdstrike model is effective and reliable.

4 Comparison of numerical results with the analytical prediction

The study in Section 2 determines the weakness factor of each impact location theoretically. Two damage indicators, namely the residual compressive strength of spar and the critical penetration velocity, are proposed to validate the weakness of each impact location. The residual compressive strength of spar represents the damage of the internal structures in the wing. And the critical penetration velocity represents the difficulty of penetrating the wing. The four impact locations selected in Section 2.2 are studied in numerical way.

4.1 Residual compressive strength of spar

FAR 25.571 requires that the damage structure must be able to withstand the static loads. Thus, the residual compressive strength of spar must be considered. Four birdstrike models are established with four impact locations. The models are validated in Section 3. The impact velocity is 180 m/s and the sweep angle of the wing is 3°. The geometry and mass of bird is the same as those in Section 3.

Figure 18 shows the birdstrike results of four models. The bird penetrates the skin except for the model of impact location at point C, indicating a minimum damage when the impact location is point C.

![Figure 18: Birdstrike results of impact locations at (a) point O, (b) point D, (c) point A and (d) point C.](image-url)

In order to compare the damage of the birdstrikes at different impact locations, the energy absorption of the spar is obtained, as shown in Table 7. The residual compressive strength of spar is simulated. Figure 19 shows the model diagram. The impacted spar is compressed by two plates, and the horizontal displacement of the elements on both sides is constrained to prevent buckling. Figure 20 shows the reaction force of four birdstrike models. And the corresponding residual compressive strength is listed in Table 7. The results indicate that the damage is most severe when impact location is the point D, and the corresponding residual compressive strength is only 44.5% of that at point O. According to the residual compressive strength of the spar, the weakness sequence is point D> point O> point A> point C, which is consistent with the analytical prediction.
Table 7: The energy absorption and residual compressive strength of the spar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact location</th>
<th>Internal energy (J)</th>
<th>Residual compressive strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Normalization of Residual compressive strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>383.2</td>
<td>226.7</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>730.7</td>
<td>100.9</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>342.4</td>
<td>258.5</td>
<td>114.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>389.4</td>
<td>171.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Residual compressive strength model diagram.

Figure 20: Reaction force curves of four residual compressive strength models.

4.2 Critical penetrating velocity

Another damage indicator of anti-birdstrike performance is the critical penetrating velocity. A series of models with different impact velocities are simulated to find out the critical penetrating velocity.

Figure 21 shows the birdstrike results of the models with impact location at point O under specific velocities. The bird with 148 m/s cannot penetrate skin, while the bird with 150 m/s completely penetrates the skin. The skin appears several cracks and a small number of bird particles enter the wing interior when the impact velocity is 149 m/s. These results indicate that the critical penetrating velocity of the impact location at point O is 149 m/s.
The birdstrikes under impact velocity of 149 m/s at the other impact locations are simulated and the results are shown in Figure 22. The impact location at point C is not considered because its critical penetrating velocity exceeds 180 m/s. The skin is completely penetrated when the impact location is point D, while skin is not penetrated when the impact location is point A. The results indicate that the critical impact location is the point D, and the slightest one is point C. According to the critical penetrating velocity, the weakness sequence is point D> point O> point A> point C, which is consistent with the analytical prediction.

The results based on the two damage indicators are the same. Both the critical impact location and weakness sequence are consistent with the analytical prediction, indicating the weakness factor is effective in determining the critical impact location. The distance between point D and point O in y direction accounts for 7.9% of the height of wing leading edge, indicating that taking point O as the critical impact location in birdstrike test is obviously wrong.

### 4.3 Energy density correction factor $\eta$

Energy density correction factor $\eta$ is assumed to be 2 in Section 2. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss its reasonable value. Table 8 lists five values of $\eta$ and corresponding weakness factors of four impact locations. According to the simulation results about degree of damage, the damage sequence is point D> point O> point A> point C. The weakness factor of A is larger than that of O when $\eta$ equal to 1, so this value is completely unreasonable. The weakness factor of O is larger than that of D when $\eta$ equal to 5, so this value is completely unreasonable, too. The weakness factor of O is very similar to that of D when $\eta$ equal to 4, so it is not a good value for energy density correction factor. The remaining two values will be examined.
Table 8: Weakness factors of different impact locations and $\varsigma$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact location</th>
<th>$\varsigma=1$</th>
<th>$\varsigma=2$</th>
<th>$\varsigma=3$</th>
<th>$\varsigma=4$</th>
<th>$\varsigma=5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1.59E6</td>
<td>3.25E8</td>
<td>6.63E10</td>
<td>1.35E13</td>
<td>2.77E15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.68E6</td>
<td>3.39E8</td>
<td>6.77E10</td>
<td>1.36E13</td>
<td>2.72E15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.61E6</td>
<td>3.04E8</td>
<td>5.74E10</td>
<td>1.08E13</td>
<td>2.04E15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.03E6</td>
<td>1.45E8</td>
<td>2.05E10</td>
<td>2.89E12</td>
<td>4.07E14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23 shows the curve of weakness factor when $\varsigma$ equal to 3. The Point B becomes the critical impact location.

Another birdstrike simulation is conducted with point B as the impact location. The skin is penetrated. So the residual compressive strength of spar is simulated. Figure 24 show the comparison of reaction force between two models with different impact locations. The peak reaction force of the model with impact location at point B is much larger than that at point D, indicating that point D is the real critical impact location. The simulation results demonstrate that $\varsigma=2$ is most reasonable.

Figure 24: Reaction force curves of two residual compressive strength models.
4 CONCLUSIONS

An analytical method to determine the critical impact location of wing leading edge under birdstrike is proposed. The main conclusions can be drawn as follows:

1. The effective kinetic energy from the velocity component along the normal direction of the impact surface and the corresponding effective kinetic energy density are defined as two energy indicators to evaluate the severity of birdstrike. Then, a weakness factor is proposed to determine the critical impact location based on the two energy indicators.

2. The analytical method is implemented using Matlab. A real wing leading edge is analyzed. The results show that the critical impact location is not the traditional impact location selected in birdstrike tests. The MKD impact location coincides with the traditional impact location.

3. To validate the analytical prediction, the numerical simulations are conducted. The residual compressive strength of spar and the penetrating velocity are taken as two damage indicators to evaluate the weakness of the impact location. The numerical model established is validated by birdstrike experiment. The simulation results indicate that the corresponding residual compressive strength of spar at critical impact location is only 44.5% of that at traditional impact location and the corresponding penetrating velocity at critical impact location is also smaller than that at traditional impact location. The critical impact location and weakness sequence are consistent with the analytical prediction. Therefore, taking the forefront of wing leading edge as the impact location in the birdstrike test is not the most severe case, which should be paid attention in airworthiness verification experiment of corresponding aircraft structure.
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